MICRO POUCHES

Used for glider and possum joeys

Wool Pouches with 100% cotton liners (3 preferred)
Liner is from 100% cotton or ﬂannelette. Pattern next page. If you don’t sew
please feel free to just send knitted pouches and liner will be made for them.
Finished dimensions: 12cm wide x 12cm long when ﬁnished (after sewing together),
Closed on three sides and left open at the top.

Knitted Pouch
Material: 8 ply pure wool
Knitting: Pouches should be knitted in plain (garter) stitch both sides
Needles: Size 8/4mm metric needle size.
Cast on to 12 cm width.
Continue rows of plain (garter) stitch till 24cm long
Cast oﬀ.
Fold in half to form a square and sew sides together, leaving top open

2-Crochet Pouch
Materials -8 Ply 100% Wool (not acrylic)
Hook 4.00mm
Foundation: Chain 13 - approx ﬁnished width should be 12cm
Row 1: DC (US) in 2nd chain from hook, and in each chain until end (12dc), Chain 1.
Row 2: Repeat Row 1 until work measures approx. 24cms (twice the length).
Fold work in half and crochet or stitch the 2 sides together leaving top open.

Liners
Materials - 100% natural ﬁbres eg cotton, bamboo. “Baby soft”
Recommended -100% cotton ﬂannelette, perfect for upcycling ﬂannelette sheets..
Finished size - 12cm wide, 17cm long.
For liners RIGHT side is the softest side (potentially the unprinted side) and will be
INSIDE the completed pouch liner. The inside of the liner should be the “soft” side
of the fabric and be completely seam free.

1- Cut 2 , Pin WRONG sides together
2 - Sew seam 1 - 1cm from edge. Press along seam
3- Trim seam to 3mm wide, Turn right side in.
4- Sew seam 2 - 0.5cm from edge.
5- Double fold hem top edge, seam on the outside.

MICRO
POUCH
LINER
Version 1

Dimensions are important as the liners need to ﬁt snuggly in the outers.
Finished dimensions 12cm wide and 17cm long.
Liner includes a 5cm turndown that goes over the completed Outer

Hem fold 1
Hem fold 2
Cutting Line
Seam 1
Seam 2

Micro Pouch Liner
Cut 2

2cm
Print Check

Why French Seams?
French seams trap
raw edges preventing
threads sticking to
wounds and claws
getting caught. They
also improve
strength.
French seams make
a stronger, more
serviceable, longer
lasting liner.
The outside seam
should look like this.
The inside of the
mitten should be
seam free

MICRO
POUCH
LINER
Version 2

Print Check

2cm

Micro Pouch Liner
Position on fold
Cut 1 on double layer

Hem fold 2

Hem fold 1

Position
this
edge
on
fold

This version is designed to be cut on a fold at bottom edge.
Dimensions are important as the liners need to ﬁt snuggly in the outers.
Finished dimensions 12cm wide and 17cm long.
Liner includes a 5cm turndown that goes over the completed Outer

The outside seam
should look like this.
The inside of the
mitten should be
seam free

French seams make
a stronger, more
serviceable, longer
lasting liner.

French seams trap
raw edges preventing
threads sticking to
wounds and claws
getting caught. They
also improve
strength.

Why French Seams?
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